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Lord Anderson of Ipswich KBE QC practises from Brick Court Chambers. He is described in
legal directories as “the leading EU public law silk” (Chambers & Partners, 2019) and “the
top barrister for EU law” (Legal 500, 2018-19). He has been listed by The Times as one of the
UK’s 100 most influential lawyers, by the Halsbury Legal Awards as “Legal Personality of the
Year”, and by the Evening Standard as one of London’s 1000 most influential people. In
2018 David was awarded KBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours for services to national
security and civil liberties, and joined the House of Lords as a cross-bench “People’s Peer”
Link: http://www.brickcourt.co.uk/our-people/profile/david-anderson-qc.
Philip Moser QC Philip Moser QC is joint Head of Monckton Chambers and a leading Silk in
EU, competition and procurement law, described in the directories as having “a really, really
broad understanding of EU law” and being “a beautiful advocate who is very erudite”. He
has appeared before the CJEU in Luxembourg and the Commission in Brussels and in EU law
cases at all levels of the English courts. He has given evidence to the House of Lords EU
select committee, is a former research associate and supervisor in European law at
Cambridge University and edits The European Advocate. Link:
https://www.monckton.com/barrister/philip-moser-qc/.
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European Court of Justice. Marie is a Bencher of the Middle Temple. Link:
http://www.brickcourt.co.uk/our-people/profile/marie-demetriou-qc.
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for and against the Government in constitutional and EU law cases. He was part of the
Government's legal team in the Gina Miller Article 50 litigation and in its Brexit-related
litigation against the Scottish Government. His advice to the Equality and Human Rights
Commission was extensively quoted in Parliamentary debates on the EU Withdrawal Bill. He
was EU and Competition Law Silk of the Year 2018. Link:
https://www.11kbw.com/barristers/jason-coppel/.

Piet Eeckhout is Professor of EU Law, Dean of the Faculty of Laws, and Academic Director of
the European Institute at University College London (UCL). He is a renowned expert on
matters of EU law generally, and in particular on the law of the EU’s external relations and
on Brexit. His work (with Dr Eleni Frantziou) on the revocability of an Article 50 notification
was instrumental to the CJEU ruling in Wightman and Others. Piet also acted as academic
consultant in that case, as he has done in other high-profile CJEU cases. He has worked at
the CJEU as a référendaire in the chambers of (then) Advocate General Jacobs. Link:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/laws/people/prof-piet-eeckhout.

Emma Mockford is a barrister at Brick Court Chambers, specialising in EU and public law.
Before transferring to the Bar in 2016, Emma worked as a solicitor for Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer LLP in both London and Brussels. Emma is interested in the constitutional and
fundamental rights implications of Brexit and has written on the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2018. Link: http://www.brickcourt.co.uk/our-people/profile/emmamockford.

